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ABSTRACT 

The British Romantic period was haunted by an imaginative iconoclasm that was 

endemic to its poetic structure. The romantic belief in the intellectual and more importantly the 

factual superiority of words over pictures steeps poets’ works in an inescapable iconophobia, a 

fear of “a dumb Art.” This iconophobia has led scholars like W.J.T. Mitchell to argue that 

canonical romantic poets took an “antipictorialist” stance to critique and suppress the visible into 

“invisibility.” This thesis documents the supposed “antipictorialism” in British romantic poetry 

and importantly, the representational strategies inspired by encounters with the visible. In 

evaluating ekphrastic poems from different moments of the nineteenth century, I argue that the 

romantic poets, because of their iconophobia, never tried to suppress the visible but in fact 

consciously absorbed the visible into their poetry through various processes of ekphrastic 

substitution. William Wordsworth and Percy Bysshe Shelley each work through the intricacies of 

this paradox by examining how their individual skepticism entangles the visible in a new 

ekphrastic structure, divergent from mimesis, that concomitantly heightens their iconoclastic 

goals. 
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Introduction 

 

 In a sonnet by William Wordsworth titled “Illustrated Books and Newspapers” (1846), 

the poet condemns the emergence of the new visual media. The mass production of images along 

with the illustration of the serial novel presented a thrilling novelty for the “vulgar crowd.”1 But 

to the eyes of the literary elite, this popular mimetic medium effected a “disenchantment” and 

threatened the very essence of the romantic idealism: 

Discourse was deemed Man’s noblest attribute 
And written words the glory of his hand; 
Then followed Printing with enlarged command 
For thought––dominion vast and absolute 
For spreading truth, and making love expand. 
Now prose and verse sunk into disrepute 
Must lacquey a dumb Art that best can suit 
The taste of this once-intellectual Land. (ll. 1–8)2 

The intransigence of this sonnet’s opposition to the new visual media could not demonstrate 

more clearly the iconophobia that plagued romantic writers. Printing’s “enlarged command / For 

thought” endangers the sublimity and individualism of the romantic imagination and 

subsequently causes “Discourse” to sink “into disrepute.” For romantic writers, “this vile abuse 

of pictured page” signaled “A backward movement … / From manhood––back to childhood” (ll. 

9–12). The infantilizing, “backward movement” of visual media prompted this strong message of 

resistance to pictures accompanying (or worse, displacing) the “written words.” While the title of 

the poem might only suggest illustrated books and newspapers, Wordsworth’s sonnet also 

 
1 Gillen D’Arcy Wood, The Shock of the Real: Romanticism and Visual Culture, 1760–1860 (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2001), 4–5.  Wood compares this mass-produced visual media with Barthes’s “the Real in its 
indefatigable expression,” 3.  The notion of a “real copy” and the shocking effects produced by the “real” exposits 
the reality effect that Coleridge deplores. 
2 PW 4:75 
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encourages us to consider how the iconophobia demonstrated here might be extended to reflect 

not just print media but the plastic arts as well, given the romantic poets’ iconoclastic history. 

The British Romantic period was haunted by an imaginative iconoclasm3 that was 

endemic to its poetic structure. Images, pictures, sculptures, architecture, drawings, paintings, 

material objects––in short, the visible media––were highly problematic for many romantic 

writers. M.H. Abrams’s study of romantic poetics as a replacement of the “mirror” (empirical 

models of imitation) by the “lamp” (a creative imagination with an internal source of motion) 

displays the prevailing romantic conception of the poetic mind.4 The principles of representation 

and the literary pictorialism that had dominated Enlightenment culture, like that of John 

Dryden’s Palamon and Arcite and Alexander Pope’s “Eloise to Abelard,” rapidly vanished by 

the onset of the 1800s. Unlike the poets of the eighteenth century who axiomatically accepted the 

doctrine of ut pictura poesis, the romantic poets staunchly resisted the previous century’s habit 

of analogizing the art of painting and poetry.5 To them, analogies, comparisons, and likenesses 

drawn between art and poetry were not only inadequate to them, but also insulting and fruitless. 

The romantic belief in the intellectual and more importantly the factual superiority of words over 

pictures steeps poets’ works in an inescapable iconophobia, a fear of “a dumb Art.” This 

iconophobia has led scholars like W.J.T. Mitchell to argue that canonical romantic poets took an 

“antipictorialist”6 stance to critique and suppress the visible into “invisibility.” After all, 

 
3 William Galperin, The Return of the Visible in British Romanticism (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1993). Galperin coins the phrase “imaginative iconoclasm” to describe “the fear of both visual images and the 
material world such images admit,” 19. 
4 M.H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and the Critical Tradition (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1953). 
5 Jean Hagstrum, The Sister Arts: The Tradition of Literary Pictorialism and English Poetry from Dryden to Gray 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), 134. 
6 W.J.T. Mitchell, “Visible Language: Blake’s Art of Writing,” Picture Theory: Essays on Verbal and Visual 
Representation (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 111–150. Mitchell claims that the “antipictorialist 
position is the dominant one among the major, canonical romantic poets” (114). 
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Wordsworth’s iconophobic sonnet inculpates pictures for their “vile abuse” of the aesthetic 

tradition. 

This thesis documents the supposed “antipictorialism” in British romantic poetry and 

importantly, the representational strategies inspired by encounters with the visible. In evaluating 

ekphrastic poems from different moments of the nineteenth century, I argue that the romantic 

poets, because of their iconophobia, never tried to suppress the visible but in fact consciously 

absorbed the visible into their poetry through various processes of ekphrastic substitution. By 

ekphrastic substitution, I mean the poet’s construction of a compensatory replacement to fulfill a 

desire that the “original” visible object cannot provide. Armed with their imaginative 

iconoclasm, writers intentionally turned to ekphrasis to fulfill the missing desire, and the visible 

became subsumed in a symbolic poetic structure that enacts iconoclastic goals.7 In other words, 

the visible was not eliminated from romantic poetry––it very much retained its presence 

throughout. The paradox of this iconoclasm then is while the romantic poets were deeply 

skeptical of the visible, they were also obsessed with this skepticism and wrote about it 

constantly, allowing the visible to resolutely permeate throughout their ekphrastic works. 

William Wordsworth and Percy Bysshe Shelley each work through the intricacies of this paradox 

by examining how their individual skepticism entangles the visible in a new ekphrastic structure, 

divergent from mimesis, that concomitantly heightens their iconoclastic goals. 

Initial studies and theorizations of ekphrasis like to explore the same trend: the paragonal 

struggle between the sister arts of poetry and painting. Jean Hagstrum’s investigation of the sister 

arts, James Heffernan’s circumscription on the power of the image, and John Hollander’s 

commentary on poems speaking to silent works of art––all these theories of representation have 

 
7 Galperin, Return, 22. 
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been grounded in a need to resolve this power struggle; and almost always, poetry wins the 

battle. As Hagstrum traces the pictorial tradition in literature, he cautions “It should always be 

borne in mind that literary pictorialism is more literary than pictorial.”8 Similarly, Heffernan 

notes, “Ekphrasis speaks not only about works of art but also to and for them” and thus 

“stages…a revolution of the image against the word”9 (emphasis original). Hollander echoes this 

feeling of revolution in his characterization of ekphrastic poems as a one-sided conversation in 

which the “talky poem” makes way for the “mute image [to manifest] its otherness.”10 

Ekphrastic poems, under this combative mode of theorization, have been treated as giving voice 

and life to silent works of art. Murray Krieger’s important work, however, takes a momentous 

step away from comparatively negotiating this rivalry and questions instead the “capacity of 

language to do the work of the visual sign: whether it can, whether it should.”11 The capacity of 

language should be examined because the object of imitation is a spatial work whereas language 

is a temporal work, and in the process of representation, ekphrasis asks language to freeze itself 

into a spatial form. Krieger also notes that language, by freezing itself into a spatial shape or 

form, inevitably faces a “countertendency” to free itself from the very same “limited enclosure of 

the frozen, sensible image into [once again] an unbounded temporal flow.”12 These difficulties of 

the ekphrastic principle ultimately overwhelm Krieger as he concedes that they “arise out of the 

unresolvable tension, the mutual blockage, at the very base of the ekphrastic aspiration.” 

 
8 Hagstrum, Sister Arts, xvi. 
9 James Heffernan, Museum of Words: The Poetics of Ekphrasis from Homer to Ashbery (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1993), 7. 
10 John Hollander, The Gazer’s Spirit: Poems Speaking to Silent Works of Art (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1995), 6. 
11 Murray Krieger, Ekphrasis: The Illusion of the Natural Sign (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992), 
4. 
12 Ibid, 10. 
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 If there is an “unresolvable tension” at the “very base” of ekphrasis that inexorably 

produces difficulties, then we must come to terms with being inextricably entangled within these 

difficulties. Krieger resigns himself to this fact as he locates the ekphrastic impulse in a 

“logocentric desire,” or the desire to see the world in the word. The ekphrastic poem, as Krieger 

argues, is “the ultimate translation of such a desire into the language arts.” The representation 

effectuated within an ekphrastic poem then is not only intrinsically unbalanced towards language 

but is necessarily so. This is because the ekphrastic poem itself executes an act of iconoclasm in 

its translation of the poet’s logocentric desire. The very act of representing the materially visible 

through language dismantles the spatiality of the visible object and forces the object to remold 

into the temporal trajectory of language. 

In what may seem at first as a contradictory claim, I argue that this imaginative 

iconoclasm, driven by an obsessive skepticism of the visible, illuminates ekphrasis as an avenue 

of approach to romantic poetry. William Galperin, in his revisionist reading of “a return of the 

visible,” shows that the visible impulse is central to the culture of romanticism. For Galperin, the 

romantic visible is something like Freud’s uncanny, “the unfamiliar thing that has undergone 

repression,” and as such, may return on account of having never left in the first place.13 His 

model reveals a “narrowness” in poetry’s purview to make room for the return of the visible. At 

the same time, his corrective theory of the visible creates a polarized sense of perception and 

mind and threatens to depersonalize the poet’s subjectivity. My argument builds here on 

Galperin’s reading of the visible, but without reifying poetry’s narrowness or poets’ experiences 

of polarization. Instead, I suggest that the imaginative iconoclasm at the heart of the ekphrastic 

poem allows for a decidedly romantic subjectivity in which the mind no sooner perceives the 

 
13 Galperin, Return, 3. 
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visible world than imaginatively recreates it. The romantic poets’ iconoclasm was fueled by their 

logocentric desire to not only see the world in the word, but to reinvent the world in the word. In 

my first chapter, I examine how William Wordsworth deploys visual effects in order to 

complicate the concept of the romantic imagination. In “Elegiac Stanzas, Suggested by a Picture 

of Peele Castle, in a Storm, Painted by Sir George Beaumont” (1806), “The Pillar of Trajan” 

(1827), and “Picture of Daniel in the Lions’ Den, at Hamilton Palace” (1835), Wordsworth’s 

ekphrastic poetry reveals how his fears of loss, grief, and inescapable mortality manifests 

through his visual skepticism by way of ekphrastic substitution. In my second chapter, I show 

how by linking visual skepticism to the creative process, Percy Shelley searches for the meaning 

and truth of visible objects. In “Ozymandias” and “On the Medusa of Leonardo da Vinci in the 

Florentine Gallery,” Shelley undertakes a substitutive reconstruction of visible objects to 

reinvent the political and aesthetic world. For these poets, ekphrasis serves as a medium to 

engage in iconophobic thought and understanding how this iconophobia influences the poetic 

process revitalizes romantic visual discourse. 
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Chapter 1 

Restoring Wordsworth’s “Disimaginative Works” 

 

The later poetry of William Wordsworth receives little attention from contemporary 

literary critics. The attention that it does receive frequently emphasizes its departure and 

discontinuity from the earlier works. When we compare the earlier and the later Wordsworth, we 

are conditioned to see a sudden epistemic shift in his poetics from one kind of poetry that is 

private, personal, and subjective, to another kind of poetry that is public, impersonal, and 

objective.14 In fact, scholars like Alan Liu have attempted to explain Wordsworth’s “poetic turn” 

as the poet’s own “effort to criticize the flight of imagination,” resulting in his largely 

“disimaginative” works that challenge the early visual skepticism of his Great Decade poetry.15 

This chapter is interested in analyzing a selection of these so-called “disimaginative” works to 

argue that Wordsworth’s turn to descriptive and ekphrastic writing in his later career actually 

reflects the same, uninterrupted imagination and visual skepticism that inspired his earlier poetry. 

Wordsworth maintains a steady visual skepticism throughout his later works, as his 1846 

iconoclastic sonnet substantiates, to imaginatively deconstruct the visible world and reinvent it 

through ekphrastic substitution. 

In the summer of 1806, Wordsworth composed “Elegiac Stanzas, Suggested by a Picture 

of Peele Castle, in a Storm, Painted by Sir George Beaumont.” This poem comes at the end of 

what is generally considered Wordsworth’s major phase––the period spanning from the first 

edition of Lyrical Ballads and the composition of “Tintern Abbey” in 1798 to the completion of 

 
14 See Peter Simonsen, Wordsworth and Word-Preserving Arts: Typographic Inscription, Ekphrasis and Posterity in 
the Later Work (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007). Simonsen notes the differing sources of inspiration between 
these two types of poetry: self and nature (“nature poetry”) versus self and artwork (“art poetry”). 
15 Alan Liu, Wordsworth: The Sense of History (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1989). 
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the first full-length version of The Prelude in 1805. The unfortunate death of Wordsworth’s 

brother, Captain John Wordsworth, in February of 1805 imposed far-ranging implications on 

Wordsworth’s poetry. John’s ship sank off the coast of Portland, killing over two-thirds of the 

crew, and making it one of the worst commercial maritime accidents in British history.16 The 

news reports and inquiry proceedings into liability placed the focus on John’s misbehavior as 

captain, charging him with “indecision” and “suicidal passivity.” Testimonies from surviving 

passengers and crewmen revealed John’s final words were “God’s will be done” as he 

relinquished command of his ship. Wordsworth fell into a period of poetic silence as he became 

temporarily absorbed in defending and salvaging John’s reputation from the public controversy. 

When he resumed writing, he departed from his autobiographical nature lyrics to pen an elegy to 

his brother to come to terms with his grief. For many scholars, the death of Wordsworth’s 

brother and the subsequent publication of “Peele Castle” suggest a critical shift in his poetry. As 

R.C. Townsend notes, the terrible blow of his brother’s death “signals the decline of 

Wordsworth’s poetic power, his shift to Christianity, and his withdrawal into the isolation of 

Rydal Mount.”17 

While the perpetual presence of loss in Wordsworth’s later poetry has led many scholars 

to point to a waning poetic power, Geoffrey Hartman instead challenges us to locate precisely 

what has been lost. Hartman observes, “the energy with which Wordsworth accepts loss, his 

direct unequivocal affirmation of it … amount[s] to almost an amor fati and reveal[s] how much 

of power is left.”18 Wordsworth affirms loss with the fervent “energy” that Hartman describes 

when he announces in “Peele Castle”: “A power is gone, which nothing can restore; / A deep 

 
16 Richard Matlak, “Captain John Wordsworth’s Death at Sea,” The Wordsworth Circle 31.3 (2000): 127. 
17 R.C. Townsend, “John Wordsworth and His Brother’s Poetic Development,” PMLA 81.1 (1966): 70. See also 
Rachel Trickett, “The Language of Wordsworth’s Later Poems,” The Wordsworth Circle 21.1 (1990): 46–51. 
18 Geoffrey Hartman, Wordsworth’s Poetry 1787–1814 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1964), 284. 
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distress hath humanised my Soul” (ll. 34–36).19 When Wordsworth writes “A power is gone,” 

many critics read this as the poet’s self-proclamation of his anticipatory poetic decline because 

he turns from nature and subsequently loses his imaginative power. I, however, would like to 

accept Hartman’s challenge and attempt to locate what of Wordsworth’s poetic power has been 

lost. My goal is to dispel the notion that nature and imaginative power are necessarily linked. We 

cannot maintain that Wordsworth’s elegiac response to his brother’s death marks a decline in his 

poetic power simply on account of a “lost faith in nature.” Rather, Wordsworth’s 

acknowledgement of an unrestorable power, in an almost crippling submission to fate not unlike 

that of his brother’s “God’s will be done,” confirms not only the poet’s recognition but more 

importantly, his acceptance of mortality. In accepting and unequivocally affirming loss and his 

own mortality, Wordsworth reveals just “how much of power is left.” He liberates his poetic 

power from its sole dependency on nature lyrics to create an occasion for his new poetic 

processes of imaginative reinvention. 

Wordsworth achieves this effect of imaginative reinvention in “Peele Castle” by 

combining ekphrasis with elegy and mediating the poem through a process of remembrance, 

observation, and ekphrastic substitution. The combined task of describing an artwork and 

mourning a loved one appears less awkward when we consider their shared rhetorical purpose 

and positioning of the poet as observer. The poet as “observer” and the act of “observing” 

captures the rhetorical commitment of both ekphrasis and elegy. Ekphrasis observes by “paying 

attention, marking, or noticing” an artwork to produce a “detailed description” of the art.20 Elegy 

observes in a similar fashion but added to elegiac observations is a sense of celebratory 

 
19 PW 4:258 
20 G.G. Starr, “Ekphrasis,” The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2017), 393. 
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remembrance of the dead. In “Peele Castle,” Wordsworth captures the shared goals of 

observation and commemoration that unites ekphrasis and elegy to substitute his own desires and 

memories and reinvent the world in an idealized form. 

While elegiac poetry dominates a large part of Wordsworth’s canon, many scholars find 

“Peele Castle” greatly disconcerting. Karl Kroeber insists that the poem “is unusual in 

Wordsworth’s canon in being a poem about a painting.”21 But it is only unusual, as Heffernan 

points out, if we restrict our focus to Wordsworth’s early canon and consider it to be concluded 

by 1805. By examining Wordsworth’s entire canon until 1850, we can see that while “Peele 

Castle” is his best-known poem on a work of visual art, it is simply the beginning of a series of 

ekphrastic poems.22 As his first ekphrastic poem, “Peele Castle” was the initial attempt at 

fulfilling his logocentric desire and expressing his visual skepticism through a new poetic 

process of substitution and imaginative reinvention. Wordsworth begins the poem with an 

apostrophe to what we might initially expect to be the picture of Peele Castle in a storm 

identified in the title: 

I was thy neighbour once, thou rugged Pile! 
Four summer weeks I dwelt in sight of thee: 
I saw thee every day; and all the while 
Thy Form was sleeping on a glassy sea. 
 
So pure the sky, so quiet was the air! 
So like, so very like, was day to day! 
Whene’er I looked, thy Image still was there; 
It trembled, but it never passed away. 
 
How perfect was the calm! it seemed no sleep; 
No mood, which season takes away, or brings: 
I could have fancied that the mighty Deep 

 
21 Karl Krober, Romantic Landscape Vision: Constable and Wordsworth (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1975), 45. 
22 Heffernan, Museum, 94. Heffernan counts twenty-four ekphrastic poems in all. Since it would be impossible to 
address all of them in this chapter, I selected Wordsworth’s first ekphrastic poem along with two lesser studied 
poems. 
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Was even the gentlest of all gentle Things (ll. 1–12). 

In these opening stanzas, Wordsworth guides us through his observations ostensibly on the 

subject in the painting displayed before him––“thou rugged Pile.” When Wordsworth recalls the 

“Four summer weeks” spent as a “neighbour” to this “rugged Pile,” we are naturally inclined to 

presume that his encounter with Sir George Beaumont’s painting, if it serves as the source of the 

poem’s inspiration, resembles his own memory of Peele Castle. His opening apostrophe, 

however, reveals a discrepancy between the Peele Castle of his own memory and the one 

depicted in Beaumont’s painting. While the title instructs us to anticipate the castle in a storm 

(“Suggested by a Picture of Peele Castle, in a Storm, Painted by Sir George Beaumont”), 

Wordsworth instead describes the castle situated in a diametrically opposed meteorological 

condition––“Thy Form was sleeping on a glassy sea.” He continues to describe the castle’s 

surroundings with an atmosphere of tranquility, “So pure the sky, so quiet was the air!” and not 

at all disturbed by a boisterous storm. Wordsworth magnifies these discrepancies further when he 

repeats “How perfect was the calm!” Here, he seems incapable of entertaining even the 

possibility of the castle enveloped in a storm because he has only experienced the “calm” that 

was “So like, so very like, [from] day to day!” He does not allow for the conceptualization of a 

storm in these apostrophic stanzas because he “fancied that the mighty Deep / Was even the 

gentlest of all gentle Things.” Beaumont’s painting of Peele Castle amidst a storm, then, might 

serve as the poem’s inspiration and intended subject, but no matter how assiduously and 

persistently we look, there is no sign of a storm present in these opening stanzas. 

Wordsworth’s construction of this external subject (his memory of Peele Castle) to 

combat the actual subject of the painting (“rugged Pile”) arranges the structure of the entire 

poem into an oppositional pattern to convey his sense of loss. Wordsworth’s apostrophe, then, is 
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not to the “rugged Pile” in the stormy painting but rather to “thy Image,” the landscape from his 

memory that “never passed away.” In the following stanzas, Wordsworth exploits this contrast 

between the remembered castle and the painted castle to communicate what is lost––the perfect 

calm before the storm. But rather than performing a side-by-side contrast of memory and 

actuality, he contrives a second external subject in the form of an imaginary painting. As 

scholars have noted before, “Peele Castle” contains three ontologically different pictures: (1) 

Wordsworth’s representation of Peele Castle from his own memory; (2) the representation of the 

imaginary painting, which he would have painted “if mine had been the Painter’s hand”; and (3) 

Wordsworth’s representation of Beaumont’s actual painting of Peele Castle in a storm, as 

described later in the poem.23 While we have not yet encountered Wordsworth’s representation 

of Beaumont’s actual painting at this point in the poem, it is important that we are aware of its 

existence. The contrast between the memory castle and the painted castle, with Wordsworth’s 

imaginary painting intervening, creates the oppositional structure of the poem. 

Wordsworth introduces his imaginary painting in a counterfactual conditional statement 

in these following stanzas: 

Ah! THEN, if mine had been the Painter’s hand, 
To express what then I saw; and add to the gleam, 
The light that never was, on sea or land, 
The consecration, and the Poet’s dream; 
 
I would have planted thee, thou hoary Pile 
Amid a world how different from this! 
Beside a sea that could not cease to smile; 
On tranquil land, beneath a sky of bliss (ll. 13–20). 

Wordsworth’s counterfactual conditional introduction to his imaginary painting is particularly 

important for two reasons: it iconoclastically deconstructs Beaumont’s actual painting, and in 

 
23 Simonsen, Word-Preserving Arts, 87. 
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turn functions as the poem’s ekphrastic substitute to convey the poet’s sense of loss. In the 

beginning of the poem, Wordsworth purports to describe the actual painting but in fact, he 

deconstructs Beaumont’s image of Peele Castle and, in the process, creates his own picture 

within the poem as substitute. As Wordsworth observes Beaumont’s painting, he dismantles the 

painted image of “thou hoary Pile” by counterfactually planting it “Amid a world how different 

from this!” In his quest to expose the hypocrisy of iconoclasm, Bruno Latour asks, “Why is it 

that all those destroyers of images…have also generated such a fabulous population of new 

images, fresh icons, rejuvenated mediators, greater flows of media, more powerful ideas, 

stronger idols?”24 The hypocrisy that he exposes is this “reproductive potency” ––the generation 

of new images by destroyers of the old––in every iconoclastic act. Iconoclasm, for Latour, 

contains a creative dimension and is therefore not simply a destructive act. Mitchell similarly 

expands this thinking when he tells us that “iconoclasm is more than just the destruction of 

images; it is a ‘creative destruction,’ in which a secondary image of defacement or annihilation is 

created at the same moment that the ‘target’ image is attacked.”25 

Wordsworth engages in this process of “creative destruction” by attacking the “target 

image” and instantaneously creates an imaginary painting with his ideal version of Peele Castle 

situated “Beside a sea that could not cease to smile; / On tranquil land, beneath a sky of bliss.” 

He creates this “secondary image of defacement or annihilation,” this ekphrastic substitute, to 

express his feelings of loss: “Thou shouldst have seemed a treasure-house divine / Of peaceful 

years” (ll. 21–22) but what “once it would have been, ––‘tis so no more” (l. 33). Wordsworth’s 

use of a counterfactual conditional––“Ah! THEN, if mine had been the Painter’s hand”––

 
24 Bruno Latour, On the Modern Cult of Factish Gods (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), 69. 
25 Mitchell, What Do Pictures Want? (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 18. 
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elegizes his loss in a way that allows him to create an ekphrastic substitute that fulfills his desire 

for calm, tranquility, and bliss which the visible painting could not supply. 

 It is this imaginary painting rather than the memory image that functions as the poem’s 

ekphrastic substitute because of the poet’s desires. While both strive to represent Peele Castle in 

a kinder landscape unravished by storm, there is an important distinction in that the imaginary 

painting reflects added “gleam” and desires that Wordsworth did not in reality experience. As he 

verbally paints his imaginary picture “To express what then I saw,” he declares that he would 

“add the gleam, / The light that never was, on sea or land.” The imaginary painting is thus not 

identical to the one represented in the poet’s memory because what it represents only exists “in 

the fond illusion of my heart” (l. 29). As a product of Wordsworth’s creative destruction, this 

imaginary painting is outlined and guided by memory but further infused with the poet’s desires 

for imagined things to allow him to inscribe his own personal meanings on the object of Peele 

Castle. The Peele Castle of Wordsworth’s imaginary painting is, therefore, not a representation 

of his experience during those “Four summer weeks,” or any particular moment in time for that 

matter, but a representation of “the Poet’s dream.” 

 With the presence of this imaginary painting established, Wordsworth then guides the 

reader to the last picture: his representation of Beaumont’s actual painting. Since Wordsworth 

has already performed the act of iconoclasm and contrived an ekphrastic substitute in the form of 

his imaginary painting, it is logical that the reader should anticipate an antithetical representation 

of Beaumont’s painting. We do receive an antithetical representation but not without a 

conflicting commendation: 

This work of thine I blame not, but commend; 
This sea in anger, and that dismal shore. 
 
O ‘tis a passionate Work! ––yet wise and well, 
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Well chosen is the spirit that is here; 
That Hulk which labours in the deadly swell, 
This rueful sky, this pageantry of fear! (ll. 43–48) 

If Wordsworth’s imaginary painting does the work of iconoclasm, then why does he “commend” 

Beaumont’s work in these later stanzas? To answer this question, we must remember that “Peele 

Castle” is written for John Wordsworth after his death, even though he is not mentioned until the 

second half of the poem and still only briefly and indirectly so. After supplying us with a pair of 

mental pictures of Peele Castle “without toil or strife,” Wordsworth transitions from past tense 

(“would have been”) to present tense (“‘tis so no more”), signaling what Heffernan describes as a 

“shift from the recollection of enraptured gazing to the acknowledgment of pain.”26 Presently, 

Wordsworth acknowledges the pain of losing his brother: “Not for a moment could I now behold 

/ A smiling sea, and be what I have been: / The feeling of my loss will ne’er be old” (ll. 37–39). 

Wordsworth can no longer “behold / A smiling sea” and associate anything but “The feeling of 

my loss.” As Hartman describes, “The sea from now on could smile and smile and still be 

thought a villain.”27 For Wordsworth, there is no escape from his pain regardless of looking at a 

“smiling sea” or a “deadly swell.” 

While this shift from “gazing” to “acknowledgment” that Heffernan describes might be 

read as an awakening from a dream world into reality, Marjorie Levinson reminds us that the 

present sense of “reality” we are granted is in fact derived from a painting.28 Wordsworth’s 

representation of the actual painting, which he describes as “a passionate Work” with a “Well 

chosen … spirit,” is the most direct form of ekphrasis within this poem. But as he strives to 

 
26 Heffernan, Museum, 104. 
27 Hartman, Wordsworth, 285. 
28 Marjorie Levinson, Wordsworth’s Great Period Poems: Four Essays (Avon: Cambridge University Press, 1986). 
Levinson comments on this subliminal authenticity: “The irony is that he embraces not only a painting but a 
markedly expressive and abstract one,” 112. 
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truthfully depict the “real” painting, we must bear in mind that ekphrastic descriptions “bring 

subjective experience into play, so that the emotions of a character emerge through description of 

the external world.”29 We see Wordsworth’s emotions emerge as he describes the painting 

through his direct address to Beaumont in the form of yet another counterfactual conditional 

statement, but this time projecting what John’s life would have been if he had not drowned at 

sea: “Then, Beaumont, Friend! who would have been the Friend, / If he had lived, of Him whom 

I deplore” (ll. 41–42). This hypothetical projection of John and Beaumont’s conditional 

friendship leads Wordsworth to “commend” Beaumont’s painting because it grants the poet this 

potential. “The disruptive power of grief,” as Tim Fulford explains, “is stilled by the formal 

perfection of art.”30 For Wordsworth, seeing “this huge Castle” and “the look with which it 

braves, / … The lightning, the fierce wind, and trampling waves” (ll. 49–52) allows his grief to 

be temporarily “stilled” by Beaumont’s painting. 

“Peele Castle” is unique in Wordsworth’s ekphrastic canon in that it performs three 

different ekphrases to relay the poet’s message of loss. Wordsworth uses this poem as an 

occasion to elegize his brother by mediating between memory and “reality,” past and present to 

creatively destruct Peele Castle, the object symbolizing and temporally marking death, and 

reinvent it through ekphrastic substitution. Levinson’s remarks on the issues raised in “Tintern 

Abbey,” namely the poet’s “massive imagination,” are similarly applicable to “Peele Castle” and 

worth considering here: “Peele Castle” likewise “originates in a will to preserve something 

Wordsworth knows is already lost. At the same time, it arises from the will to deny this 

knowledge.”31 “Peele Castle” emerges from Wordsworth’s “will to preserve” his brother’s life, 

 
29 Starr, Encyclopedia, 394. 
30 Tim Fulford, Wordsworth’s Poetry 1815–1845 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019), 289. 
31 Levinson, Great Decade, 37. 
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something which he “knows is already lost.” Beaumont’s painting reminds Wordsworth what has 

already been lost through its depictions of “The lightning, the fierce wind, and trampling waves” 

(l. 52) while also affording him the occasion to still his grief and “preserve” John’s life. The 

poet, at the same time, faces “the will to deny this knowledge.” By creatively destructing Peele 

Castle, Wordsworth creates an ekphrastic substitute in his imaginary picture, formed from 

memories and desires, to satisfy his “will to deny” the present reality swept by grief and the 

destabilizing knowledge of mortality. Re-entangling imagination with visual skepticism, 

Wordsworth attempts to embody the creative destruction that underwrites the iconoclasm 

endemic to romanticism’s poetic structure. 

After Wordsworth published “Peele Castle” in 1805, he released a series of ekphrastic 

poems scattered throughout the remainder of his career. His turn to ekphrasis, albeit intentional, 

must be understood in the context of his budding relationship with Sir George Beaumont. Peter 

Simonsen unfolds this “crucial but critically neglected artistic collaboration” to reveal Beaumont 

as “the most important new figure in Wordsworth’s later phase, less for his financial and in other 

ways material help … than for introducing him to the world of visual art.”32 Wordsworth’s newly 

acquired knowledge of art, as Peter Manning explains, caused him to become “increasingly 

concerned with problems of representation and cultural transmission” and thus, “ekphrastic 

poems, rare at the outset of his career, crop up with some frequency.”33 He demonstrates his new 

knowledge of art in his 1827 poem, “The Pillar of Trajan.” This rarely studied poem is an 

ekphrasis of the Pillar of Trajan that was erected in the early second century to commemorate 

Roman emperor Trajan’s victory in the Dacian Wars. “Firm in its pristine majesty hath stood / A 

 
32 Simonsen, Word-Preserving Arts, 71. 
33 Peter Manning, “Cleansing the Images: Wordsworth, Rome, and the Rise of Historicism,” Texas Studies in 
Literature and Language 33.2 (1991): 293. 
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votive Column, spared by fire and flood” (ll. 5–6), the pillar remains standing in Rome to this 

day. While different in its ostensible celebration of the permanence of this “glorious Art” (l. 67), 

Wordsworth’s concern with themes of loss, grief, and mortality––without the elegiac mode of 

“Peele Castle” ––seems to emphasize that he is revisiting his previous material, both in content 

and in form. 

“The Pillar of Trajan” was first published in 1827 among the Poems of Sentiment and 

Reflection but later reclassified and printed in its important position as the concluding poem in 

the Memorials of a Tour in Italy, 1837 (originally published in 1842, amended with “Pillar” as 

final poem in 1845).34 The publication history of this poem is important because Wordsworth 

had not seen the Pillar of Trajan in 1826 and composed the poem based entirely on written 

accounts that rendered the pillar “as a long historical record to be read round and round a long 

convex surface.”35 It was not until 1845 that Wordsworth visited the Roman pillar and 

retrospectively included it in his collection of poems from the 1837 tour of Italy. The poem, then, 

straddles the boundaries of a notional ekphrasis––the description of an imaginary artwork, like 

that of Keats’s “Ode on a Grecian Urn” ––in that the ekphrastic description is arguably a figment 

of the poet’s imagination even though the Pillar of Trajan physically exists. The boundaries of 

notional ekphrasis, however, become exceedingly blurred or perhaps entirely removed when we 

consider Mitchell’s argument that all ekphrasis is essentially notional: “The image, the space of 

reference, projection, or formal patterning, cannot literally come into view.”36 Unlike “Peele 

Castle,” “The Pillar of Trajan” was composed without the poet having seen the object being 

 
34 Simonsen, Word-Preserving Arts, 33. 
35 See Joseph Forsyth, Remarks on Antiquities, Arts, and Letters, during an Excursion in Italy in 1802–3 (London: 
Cadell and Davies, 1813). Cited in Simonsen, Word-Preserving Arts, 35. 
36 Mitchell, “Ekphrasis and the Other,” Picture Theory: Essays on Verbal and Visual Representation (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1994), 158. 
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described. Mitchell’s argument, however, prompt us to consider if this distinction truly matters. 

The “figurative requirement” that he speaks of is an inherent component to all ekphrasis because 

the image produced from the poet’s “verbal conjuring” is always a reflection of the poet’s own 

emotions and, as such, is not an actual artifact that can “come into view.” This is because 

ekphrasis, as I have previously argued, is itself an iconoclastic act that seeks to destroy and 

rebuild an image in the word. While Mitchell’s argument is reasonable in theory, there is a 

danger to seeing all ekphrasis as notional in practice: we risk the unconscious bypass of locating 

the ekphrastic substitute. The difference between a truly notional ekphrasis, like Keats’s “Ode,” 

is that the imaginary artwork is the ekphrastic substitute whereas not every ekphrastic 

description, like Wordsworth’s memory image of Peele Castle, qualifies as a substitute. 

Unlike the sequence of descriptions in “Peele Castle,” Wordsworth does not wait until the 

end of “The Pillar of Trajan” to commend the “original” work of art. Instead, he begins the poem 

with a celebration of the pillar’s endurance in soaring above a cityscape “Where towers are 

crushed, and unforbidden weeds / O’er mutilated arches shed their seeds” (ll. 1–2).37 The “votive 

Column” is revered for withstanding “the passions of man’s fretful race” which “Have never 

ceased to eddy round its base” (ll. 7–8). As Wordsworth describes the pillar at greater length, he 

continues to extol its fortitude: 

Historic figures round the shaft embost 
Ascend, with lineaments in air not lost: 
Still as he turns, the charmed spectator sees 
Group winding after group with dream-like ease (ll. 13–16) 

The description provided in this passage seems to emphasize the material permanence and 

magnificence of the pillar as it remains “Still” while the “charmed spectator” “turns” to observe 

it. The spectator must move in a circular motion to see the narrative friezes of Trajan’s victories, 

 
37 PW 3:229 
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which “Ascend” the Pillar “with dream-like ease” due to the pillar having remained “Not injured 

more by touch of meddling hands / Than a lone obelisk, ‘mid Nubian sands” (ll. 9–10). The little 

scholarship that exists on this poem typically reads the poet’s captivation with this sense of 

permanence as his regard for “the emperor [as] an attractive figure” and the pillar as “a forceful 

emblem of the authority he sought.”38 But what Wordsworth’s description here actually 

emphasizes is less so the supposed permanence of the pillar than all that has been lost “‘mid the 

wrecks of Time” (l. 35). By placing the pillar, triumphant in its “spiral grace,” (l. 21) amid the 

devastating ruins of the Roman Empire, Wordsworth is not reversing the hierarchy of nature and 

art to validate art as the dominant form, as Manning insists. Instead, he is concerned with losing 

sight of the past during the passage of time––a reflection of both the acknowledgement and fear 

of his own mortality––and emphasizes the “permanence” of the pillar to reveal just how fragile 

and ephemeral materiality truly is. 

I argue against these readings of “The Pillar of Trajan” as Wordsworth’s validation of the 

indestructibility of art for one reason: the poet’s visual skepticism. As in “Peele Castle,” 

Wordsworth engages in the iconoclastic process of creative destruction to generate an ekphrastic 

substitute of the pillar with an immortality and permanence that the original lacks. “By apter 

pencil” (1. 40) he reinvents, not merely describes, the “Memorial pillar” (l. 35) spatially within 

the poem. He displays these effects created “By [the] apter pencil,” below: 

A pontiff, Trajan here the Gods implores, 
There greets an embassy from Indian shores: 
Lo! He harangues his cohorts, ––there the storm 
Of battle meets him in authentic form! (ll. 41–44) 

 
38 Manning, “Cleansing the Images,” 293. Simonsen, citing Manning, puts forth a similar reading of the Pillar’s 
permanence symbolizing Wordsworth’s turn to a poetic mode for posterity. 
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Wordsworth, in his attempt to recreate the pillar’s spatial form within the poem, uses italicized 

deictics to provide his readers with a spatial guide to the placement of the friezes. In doing so, 

however, he sacrifices the linear narrative sequence that produces the pillar’s “dream-like ease.” 

Ekphrasis typically dismantles the spatiality of the materially visible object but in this poem, 

Wordsworth manages to retain this spatiality. As he points out Trajan “here,” an embassy 

“There,” and the storm of battle that meets him “there,” these deictics act less as spatial guides 

and more as commands to his readers. Rather than seeing the narrative progress linearly, we are 

told exactly where to look and what to see. “Part of Wordsworth’s power,” as Jeffrey Cox 

explains, “is that he not only knows how to look––he also knows what one should look at.”39 

Wordsworth’s recreation of the pillar’s spatial form within the poem thus guides us to look at 

what we “ought” to see, which, in this poem, is to “study Trajan as by Pliny seen” (l. 28) in an 

effort to memorialize the presence of the past. 

 As we follow Wordsworth’s guide to looking, we start to see this memorializing effort 

take shape in the form of an ekphrastic substitute. This becomes immensely clear when we 

consider the poem’s ending: 

     Where now the haughty Empire that was spread 
With such fond hope? her very speech is dead; 
Yet glorious Art the power of Time defies, 
And Trajan still, through various enterprise, 
Mounts, in this fine illusion, toward the skies: 
Still are we present with the imperial Chief, 
Nor cease to gaze upon the bold Relief 
Till Rome, to silent marble unconfined, 
Becomes with all her years a vision of the Mind. (ll. 65–73) 

The poem ends where it began as Wordsworth circles his readers back to the ruins of the once 

“haughty Empire.” In contesting “glorious Art” with “Time,” he declares that “Trajan still, 

 
39 Jeffrey Cox, William Wordsworth, Second-Generation Romantic: Contesting Poetry After Waterloo (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2021), 179. 
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through various enterprise, / Mounts, in this fine illusion, toward the skies.” The statue of Trajan 

that “Mounts” the pillar, however, disappeared in the Middle Ages and was replaced by a figure 

of Saint Peter the Apostle. While Wordsworth had not seen the Pillar of Trajan at the time of 

composing this poem, he did immerse himself in historical records that document this 

replacement. The poet, then, creatively destructs the “real” Pillar of Trajan to substitute “this fine 

illusion” in which “Trajan still… / Mounts” so that “Still are we present with the imperial 

Chief.” As in “Peele Castle,” we can similarly glean the poet’s thoughts on his own mortality in 

this ekphrastic substitute. Wordsworth grieves his youth as he grieves the fallen Empire whose 

“very speech is dead.” But in contrast to “Peele Castle,” as Fulford clarifies, “The later 

memorials have less anger to displace…Anxiety, rather than anguish, was now the mood: 

Wordsworth was reminded that his own death must be near and was unsure whether to welcome 

or fear this.”40 Wordsworth creates this ekphrastic substitute of the pillar where “Trajan still… / 

Mounts” to establish an unchanging and permanent “vision of the Mind.” By imagining Trajan’s 

return to its pinnacle spot, Wordsworth fulfills his desire for permanence through the ekphrastic 

substitute and transcends the passage of time to regain sight of the past. 

 In the years following the publication of “The Pillar of Trajan,” it was Wordsworth’s fate 

to find his family, friends, and fellow poets dying before him.41 But as Fulford has argued, the 

anger stemming from death and loss that Wordsworth exhibits in “Peele Castle” dwindles into a 

mood of anxiety as shown in “The Pillar of Trajan.” This anxiety continues to plague him, and 

its presence grows considerably in many of the poems that follow. In 1835, Wordsworth 

published Yarrow Revisited, and Other Poems, a collection of twenty-six poems heavily 

populated by ekphrases “written in a variety of different forms and concern a wide variety of 

 
40 Fulford, Wordsworth’s Poetry, 290. 
41 Ibid. 
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plastic art objects both ancient and modern.”42 While scholarship on Yarrow Revisited is 

extensive, little of its criticism considers the significant number of ekphrastic poems this 

collection offers. Fulford’s reading of these poems prepares us with a way to approach ekphrasis 

through time as he identifies in Wordsworth a “Localized romance––envisioning the past, if not 

recovering it whole in poetry.”43 Localized romance, a response to the pressures of time, 

“sustains meaning, preserving the self in a remembered community of loved ones when those 

loved ones leave, sicken, and die.” In other words, Wordsworth looks back at the past to 

(re)create something new in his poems by “preserving the self.” The ekphrastic trope of Yarrow 

Revisited, in this sense, parallels the poetic processes of “The Pillar of Trajan” in portraying 

Wordsworth’s anxiety about death as he embraces the stasis of plastic art to still and preserve 

both “the collective and individual past.”44 

In the early 19th century, Peter Paul Rubens’s painting of Daniel in the Lions’ Den 

(c.1614/1616) was on display at Hamilton Palace, Scotland. During a tour of Scotland, 

Wordsworth reflects on Rubens’s painting within its palace setting in an ekphrastic sonnet titled 

“Picture of Daniel in the Lions’ Den, at Hamilton Palace” (1835), which would later be 

published in Yarrow Revisited.45 Unlike “Peele Castle,” which purports to describe an actual 

painting but deviates off-course, “Daniel in the Lions’ Den” in fact describes the painting and 

local referent in the title. The poem’s opening lines set the scene at Hamilton Palace where 

Wordsworth saw and was inspired by the painting: 

Amid a fertile region green with wood 
And fresh with rivers, well did it become 
The ducal Owner, in his palace-home 

 
42 Simonsen, Word-Preserving Arts, 130. 
43 Fulford, Wordsworth’s Poetry, 134. 
44 Jill Rubenstein, “Wordsworth and ‘Localised Romance’: The Scottish Poems of 1831,” Studies in English 
Literature, 1500-1900, 16.4 (1976): 582. 
45 While the sonnet depicts a relatively well-known Dutch painting, there is little scholarship on the poem itself. 
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To naturalise this tawny Lion brood (ll. 1–4)46 

In these opening lines, Wordsworth not only engages his reader as a spectator of the painting, but 

he also transforms them into a character: “The ducal Owner.” As a character within the narrative, 

we are invited into the “palace-home / To naturalise this tawny Lion brood.” The “tawny” lions 

that Wordsworth goes on to describe are called “Children of Art” (l. 5) because they are the 

product of a painter’s hand and are thus represented as silent and still. Yet oddly, these immobile 

lions “claim strange brotherhood / (Couched in their den) with those that roam at large / Over the 

burning wilderness” (ll. 5–7). This “strange brotherhood” juxtaposes the painted lions, 

“Couched” like children in their ducal palace stationed in a “fertile,” “green,” and flourishing 

region, and the real lions in the wilderness that “charge / The wind with terror while they roar for 

food” (ll. 7–8). But the very thing that juxtaposes the painted and real lions––this “strange 

brotherhood” ––is also what links the two together. 

In creating this opposition between the inanimate lions enclosed within the solid 

boundaries of the artwork and those roaming “at large,” Wordsworth draws attention to the 

importance of the stasis of painting. As he tells us, “Satiate are these; and stilled to eye and ear; / 

Hence, while we gaze, a more enduring fear!” (ll. 9–10, emphasis original), he persuades us to 

imagine what would happen if the painted lions sprang to life. When Wordsworth writes, 

“Satiate are these,” he transforms real lions––and importantly, their instinctual disposition––into 

representation. As we gaze at the lions “stilled to eye and ear” and envision rousing them from 

their lifeless slumber, we are “Hence” met with “a more enduring fear.” The “Children of Art,” 

when they leave their den, assume a corporeality in which they can inflict “terror while they roar 

for food.” This structural turn from painted to real lions, home to wilderness, couched to 
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charging, and calm to terror, reflects Wordsworth’s growing anxiety about the very real and 

imminent possibility of death. 

Driven by this anxiety, Wordsworth turns to his now quite familiar process of ekphrastic 

substitution in attempts to cope with it. Just like the structure of “The Pillar of Trajan,” 

Wordsworth concludes “Daniel in the Lions’ Den” by introducing his substitute: 

Yet is the Prophet calm, nor would the cave 
Daunt him––if his Companions, now bedrowsed 
Outstretched and listless, were by hunger roused; 
Man placed him here, and God, he knows, can save. (ll. 11–14) 

In the preceding lines, we were instructed to imagine a sense of “enduring fear” should the lions 

be “by hunger roused.” But Wordsworth instead portrays the Prophet as calm, undaunted by the 

cave, and confident in being saved by God. This is because Wordsworth creatively destructs 

Rubens’s painting. In the painting, Daniel is sitting cross-legged on a fallen branch, surrounded 

by a pack of lions, and looking upwards in a state of prayer. The lions gathered around him are 

hardly “bedrowsed” or “listless.” While some are “Outstretched” and silent, many glare intently 

at us, one bares his teeth and snarls by Daniel’s feet, and another one roars right beside Daniel’s 

head. The ground in front of the lions is littered with bones that have been picked clean and a 

skull. It is no surprise, then, for Daniel to be praying or exhibiting signs of fear. Wordsworth, as 

he observes the painting on display in Hamilton Palace, identifies with Daniel and his “enduring 

fear” of death. Rubens’s painting subjects Wordsworth to the very fear and anxiety that he longs 

to suppress, and as a result, drives him to creatively destruct the emotions in the painting and 

substitute his own desire: to extricate his fate from death. He fulfills this desire in the substitute 

Daniel––“the Prophet calm”––who remains tranquil despite being condemned to spend the night 

in a lions’ den. Wordsworth, in fact, represents the lions as “his Companions” because they pose 

no threat of harm to the Prophet even if they “were by hunger roused.” While the oppositional 
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structure bears some resemblance to “The Pillar of Trajan,” the ekphrastic significance of 

“Daniel in the Lions’ Den” differs in that it envisions a specific spot in time––Wordsworth’s trip 

to Hamilton Palace––to recover and preserve the whole of the collective and individual past, or 

what Fulford succinctly terms “localized romance.” 

 Wordsworth has shown the numerous ways in which the visible resolutely permeates 

throughout his ekphrastic canon and how its presence interrogates and exploits the Romantic 

period’s insistence on iconophobic thought. While the poet’s iconophobia displays the prevailing 

romantic conception of the poetic mind, it is important that we do not misinterpret iconophobia 

as a metonym for “antipictorialism” or resistance to the visible. Wordsworth recognized and 

responded to the growing visible movement (from the emergence of print visual media to new 

knowledge structures of art) by challenging the notion that iconophobia could only generate an 

“antipictorial” poetic structure. The romantic belief in the superiority of words over images was 

less so a belief than an obsession, and Wordsworth chased this obsession in a way that absorbed 

the visible––but without total approbation––into his poetic language to create ekphrastic 

substitutes. Through the process of ekphrastic substitution, the poet is then able “to complete the 

meaning of a [visible object] as long as his words were not servile to the visual.”47 Wordsworth’s 

ekphrastic poems highlight not only his visual skepticism but also his much larger fears of loss, 

grief, and inescapable mortality. The concept of substitution assumes preeminence in 

Wordsworth’s poetic structure and becomes a characteristic tactic in his ekphrastic works for 

bringing his desires into visible focus. 

 

 
47 Macarena Rodriguez Rodriguez, “William Wordsworth’s Ekphrastic Poetry: Wandering into the Realms of the 
Visual Arts,” in Painting Words: Aesthetics and the Relationship Between Image and Text, ed. Beatriz González-
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Chapter 2 

Uncovering Shelley’s “Deep Truth” 

 

When Percy Bysshe Shelley drowned in a boating accident off the coast of Tuscany in 

1822 at the age of twenty-nine, the scope of his literary work had gone largely unperceived by 

those outside of his close circle of family, friends, and poets. Influenced by the ideals of the 

French Revolution, Shelley’s poetry captures the injustice of the emerging industrial society, 

religious persecution, and government repression.48 The consistent radicalism in his polemical 

tracts meant that they were subject to heavy censorship, and they put him at risk of prosecution 

for libel and blasphemy. At the time of his death, Shelley’s reputation was that of an infamous 

“atheist and rebel who behaved abominably and wrote poetry.”49 The Courier, upon receiving 

news of Shelley’s death, printed the following announcement: “Shelley, the writer of some 

infidel poetry, has been drowned; now he knows whether there is a God or no.”50 Throughout the 

nineteenth-century, however, Shelley’s literary reputation was rescued from his atheism and 

gradually exculpated from the charge of “infidel poetry.” In his investigation of Shelley’s 

posthumous fame, Tom Mole traces the measures taken by Victorian commentators who “sought 

first to excuse or minimize Shelley’s atheism, then to deny it altogether and reimagine his poetry 

as fundamentally Christian and himself as a kind of prophet, and so to recruit him as a tool for 

evangelism and an ally in theological and doctrinal controversies.”51 In reframing his literary 

works as religious teachings, Shelley’s poetry was lifted from censorship and became more 

 
48 See Michael Henry Scrivener, Radical Shelley: The Philosophical Anarchism and Utopian Thought of Percy 
Bysshe Shelley (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982). 
49 Tom Mole, What the Victorians Made of Romanticism: Material Artifacts, Cultural Practices, and Reception 
History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017), 100. 
50 The Courier (5 August 1822): 3. Cited in Tom Mole, “Converting Shelley,” 100. 
51 Mole, 100. 
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accessible to a public consisting mainly of Christian readers. In charting Shelley’s early 

reception, Mole shows how his radicalism shapes our own critical reception even up to the 

present day. As a result, a number of poems are often overlooked by critics and do not regularly 

feature in the canon. Looking at some of the lesser known and lesser studied poems not only 

demonstrates their own creative genius but draws attention to the expansiveness of Shelley’s 

interests and can introduce ekphrasis as a new way of studying these poems. 

 Shelley begins Act II of Prometheus Unbound with the Oceanid Asia launching a series 

of questions at Demogorgon: “Who made the living world?”; “Who reigns?”; “Who is the master 

of the slave?” Instead of answering Asia’s relentless requests to “utter” and “declare” the name 

of the supreme deity of living things, Demogorgon responds laconically: “But a voice / Is 

wanting, the deep truth is imageless.”52 Demogorgon’s declaration guides us through this lyrical 

drama to interpret his dark and “imageless” cave as representative of an individual mind in the 

process of negotiating a potential consciousness to ultimately arrive at a “deep truth.”53 

Demogorgon’s heuristic aphorism, however, also serves as an interpretive guide not only for the 

rest of Shelley’s poetry but all of romantic poetry.54 Romantic critics have studied 

Demogorgon’s rhetoric in a more literal sense by placing an emphasis on the word “imageless” 

to denote the shift in romantic poetics from the mimetic “mirror” to the expressive “lamp.” In 

describing the essence of the romantic idealism, scholars systematically quote this phrase to 

prove the iconophobic tendency of British Romanticism. The romantic theory of language, 

according to W.J.T. Mitchell, “is characteristically oriented toward[s] an aesthetic of invisibility, 
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a conviction that ‘the deep truth is imageless’ and that language is the best available medium for 

evoking that unseeable, unpicturable essence.”55 Shelley’s aphorism expresses the anti-visual 

tendency of the romantic aesthetic tradition. 

 Shelley, however, was not an iconoclast in the sense that Mitchell and other romantic 

scholars dominantly argue. In their appropriation of the phrase “the deep truth is imageless” as 

evidence of “romantic antipictorialism,” these critics nonetheless fail to conceal Shelley’s highly 

active visual imagination. Much of Shelley’s manuscripts rest in a collection of notebooks and, 

as Neville Rogers points out, in examining this collection “we really meet the poet in the 

workshop.”56 In a recent review of these manuscripts, Graham Allen studies “the poet in the 

workshop” as a visual artist, “someone who generates meaning through a visual medium.”57 

Shelley’s notebooks are covered with rudimentary sketches of animals, imaginary creatures, 

boats, primal scenes, architecture, foliage, natural landscape, geometric figures, numbers, 

illegible scribbles, and massive blots of ink. But despite all of these visual renderings within the 

manuscripts, “For any textual edition, such as the current Johns Hopkins and Longman editions 

of Shelley, the visual becomes the non-textual, the para-textual, the expendable, the merely con-

textual, even the random and the accidental,”58 writes Allen, who reminds us of the visual 

dimensions of Shelley’s compositional practices for the purpose of presenting Shelley as a visual 

artist. My purpose for detailing the multimedia contents of Shelley’s manuscripts is not to 

qualify him as an artist, but to challenge the dominant view that Shelley, like all romantic poets, 

necessarily suppressed visual imagery. 
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Nancy Goslee has already argued something similar in her study of Shelley’s drafts and 

manuscripts: “Shelley’s writing … experiments with the visuality of written language and with 

the relationships of the verbal to the visual.”59 In evaluating and analyzing the illustrations, 

sketches, and doodles within these drafts and notebooks, Goslee produces the first full-length 

study of Shelley’s manuscripts. In doing so, she creates an unprecedented sense of urgency for 

discussion on the visual dimensions of Shelley’s compositional practice. Unlike Allen and other 

scholars who have similarly attempted to survey the magnitude of these visual elements, Goslee 

is unique in that she does not venture to “rebrand” Shelley as a visual artist. Goslee’s work 

strives to establish a crucial place in scholarly debate for these visuals in order to determine the 

relationship between the verbal to the visual within Shelley’s writing: 

Though Shelley does not work to produce such an iconic page as a final state of his 

artistic production, his generation of poetic verbal texts through the matrix of a 

provisionally, sometimes even accidentally, iconic page leaves traces … on the 

verbal images and themes of the completed poem.60 

While Goslee is right to note that the visual elements of Shelley’s manuscripts can significantly 

contribute to and alter the textual meaning of the completed poem (or at the very least leave a 

trace), his encounter with the visible does not end there. Outside of his own sketches, Shelley 

held an interest in works of art––notably classical sculptures––and had written notes on sixty 

items that he had observed in museums and galleries. This rarely studied collection of notes, now 

reprinted as “Notes on Sculptures in Rome and Florence,” provides greater insight into Shelley’s 

relationship with the visual arts and how this relationship influenced and altered his literary 

works. 
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 In 1818, Shelley and his family moved to Italy to escape England and its civil and 

religious tyranny. During this time, he recorded descriptions of sixty sculptures that he observed 

in two Italian cities. The collection is now titled “Notes on Sculptures in Rome and Florence” but 

out of the entire collection, only the first two notes (“The Arch of Titus” and “The Laocoön”) are 

attributed to artworks located in Rome while the rest describe sculptures belonging to the Uffizi 

Gallery in Florence as it was curated at the time.61 When we examine Shelley’s descriptions of 

these classical sculptures, we find the poet’s personal and extemporaneous responses to each 

individual piece of art in a homogenous, yet unclassified sequence. These notes have been 

reprinted in the order that the observations had been conducted to retain their spontaneous 

nature. Shelley’s second entry, “The Laocoön,” provides evidence for his dedication to accuracy 

and truth in his study on sculpture: 

It consists of a father and his two sons. Byron thinks that Laocoön’s anguish is 

absorbed in that of his children, that a mortal’s agony is blending with an 

immortal’s patience. Not so. Intense physical suffering, against which he pleads 

with an upraised countenance of despair, and appeals with a sense of its injustice, 

seems the predominant and overwhelming emotion, and yet there is a nobleness in 

the expression, and a majesty that dignifies torture.62 

He begins this entry by criticizing Byron’s analysis that Laocoön’s anger “is absorbed in that of 

his children.” But instead of offering his own interpretation of the statue, Shelley directly dives 

into a catalog of Laocoön’s visible emotions (“Intense physical suffering”), physiognomy 

(“upraised countenance of despair”), and prominent expressions (“nobleness,” “majesty”). In 
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simply providing a series of irrefutable details, Shelley effectively discredits Byron’s 

interpretation of the statue while simultaneously demonstrating his own commitment to accuracy 

and truth. 

 This commitment to truth is further exemplified in one of his longer notes, an extensive 

entry of a bas relief titled “An Accouchement; A Bas Relief. [Probably the Sides of a 

Sarcophagus].” Shelley describes this relief in excruciating detail as he notes every figure in 

plain sight, their facial expressions, their garments, and their physical movements:  

The lady is lying on a couch, supported by a young woman, and looking extremely 

exhausted and thin … At the side of the couch sits a woman as in grief, holding her 

head in her hands … To the left of the couch a woman is sitting on the ground, 

nursing the child, who is swaddled … The other compartment or second scene of 

the drama tells the story of the presentation of the child to its father.63 

From Shelley’s exhaustive account, as the excerpt above displays, the original relief has since 

been identified as “The Death of Francesca Pitti Tornabuoni,” a work by the Renaissance artist 

Andrea del Verrocchio which is now located in the Sala del Verrocchio in the Bargello.64 What 

makes this entry particularly interesting is that, despite Shelley’s fastidious observations, he does 

not recognize the Renaissance traits of the figures and dress. In fact, he dates it as an artifact of 

ancient Rome when he concludes his observation: “It is altogether an admirable piece quite in 

the spirit of the comedies of Terence, though I confess I am totally at a loss to comprehend the 

cause of all that tumult in the first scene.”65 Shelley’s association of the relief with the Comedies 

of Terence after a remarkably precise description is confounding, and many scholars have 
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attempted to explain away the discrepancy by arguing the possibility of an obscured viewpoint 

from which Shelley performed his observations. This, however, is too simple of a conclusion and 

does not address Shelley’s poetic introspection. By inferring “the spirit of the comedies of 

Terence,” Shelley engages in “a highly imaginative reconstruction of its subject matter.”66 This 

“imaginative reconstruction,” achieved through the process of what I have termed “ekphrastic 

substitution,” reveals the critical tension of ekphrasis (and descriptions of the materially visible 

in general): the addition of the poet/observer’s own experiences, knowledge (or lack thereof), 

and most importantly, desire. 

 From Shelley’s multimedia manuscripts to his “Notes on Sculptures,” it is obvious that 

his works are entangled in the visible. Of course, this is not to say that Shelley was not also 

deeply skeptical of the visible. But it is precisely this skepticism that invites the visible into his 

poetic language. Like Wordsworth, Shelley paradoxically indulges his iconophobia by 

intentionally turning to the visual arts and writing about it in his ekphrastic works. Instead of 

leading him to suppress the visible, this skepticism forces him to absorb the visible into his 

poetic language through a symbolic structure that enacts iconoclastic goals. In other words, 

through a similar process of ekphrastic substitution, Shelley turns to ekphrasis to (re)construct a 

substitute to fulfill an absence that the “original” visible object cannot provide. In this chapter, I 

focus on Shelley’s complicated relationship with the visual arts to examine how his rhetoric of 

skepticism performs in his ekphrastic works of “Ozymandias” and “On the Medusa of Leonardo 

da Vinci in the Florentine Gallery.” In analyzing these works, I argue that through the process of 

ekphrastic substitution, Shelley completes each visible object described in these poems by 
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exposing the object’s hidden truth, which in the process, allows him to alleviate his own 

skepticism. 

 Shelley’s “Ozymandias” was first published in London in 1818 by The Examiner, a 

weekly newspaper, founded by his friend Leigh Hunt, dedicated to disseminating radical 

principles. Graham Hough’s assertion that “Ozymandias is an extremely clear and direct poem, 

advancing to a predetermined end by means of one firmly held image”67 is reflected in the vast 

majority of scholarship on the poem, which persistently focuses on the transitory nature of the 

archetypal tyrant. In the occasional essays that do address the visual object in the poem, critics 

have generally been hesitant to label “Ozymandias” as an ekphrastic poem due to a lack of 

consensus on the statue’s original source.68 As scholars search for the one object that matches the 

fractured statue, the question remains: why does a singular, “original” object need to be located 

at all for this poem to be studied as ekphrastic? Ekphrasis is neither defined nor confined by 

physically existing works of visual art. In two of the most referenced examples of ekphrasis, 

Keats’s “Ode on a Grecian Urn” and Homer’s The Iliad, we get descriptions of artwork that do 

not physically exist––Keats’s fictional urn and Homer’s imaginary shield of Achilles. The 

description of imaginary works of art, or notional ekphrasis, provides a new approach to studying 

Shelley’s “Ozymandias” as an ekphrastic poem. 

 Early scholarship on this poem called attention to specific existing artifacts as the 

possible source of inspiration for this sonnet: the statue of Ramses II as depicted in Diodorus 

Siculus’s Bibliotheca Historica, the shapeless rock in Denon’s Voyage dans la Haute et la Basse 

Egypte, and Sir Walter Raleigh’s History of the World have been cited as a possible source for 
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the statue’s epitaph.69 The inability to locate a source as the suitable original has forced many 

scholars to reconsider their position and ultimately argue “against the existence of a single source 

for the poem’s description––a single fractured statue replete with frown, wrinkled lip, and famed 

inscription––and for a more creative fusion and transformation of a variety of different 

remains.”70 This transition from a single origin source to “a more creative fusion and 

transformation” of various sources is particularly important if we pause to consider the authority 

of the poet’s creative process. To fully understand this “creative fusion and transformation,” we 

must consider Shelley’s historical background and the social and political factors that could 

possibly have influenced and contributed to the creation of this final product. 

 As criticism on this poem proliferated and scholars moved away from the single origin 

source discussion, we start to see criticism reflecting these changes and engaging in more 

ekphrastic discourse. In writing “Ozymandias,” Shelley was likely more influenced and affected 

by the social and political factors of the modern British government than the affairs of ancient 

Rome. As James Heffernan points out, the year before Shelley published “Ozymandias,” the 

Duke of Wellington had achieved victory at Waterloo. In honor of his victory, the British 

government commissioned a triple-arched screen and triumphal arch surmounted by a huge 

equestrian statue in Hyde Park.71 Heffernan also notes the significance of Shelley’s poem being 

published in the radical paper, The Examiner, whose editors “had already spent two years in jail 

for attacking the Prince of Wales, [and] who regularly attacked the European despotisms that 

Wellington helped to restore, and who in the very month they published Shelley’s poem were 
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denouncing British poets for their political spinelessness.”72 Thus, Shelley’s inspiration is 

derived not so much from classical sculptures as early scholarship tends to suggest, but from his 

opposition to the “European despotisms” being restored and encouraged by the British 

government. 

 In an effort to expose and condemn Britain’s growing tyrannical modes of government, 

Shelley composes his sonnet in an overtly iconoclastic nature by contradicting the visual arts’ 

claims to imperishability. Shelley attacks a celebrated and monumentalized icon––most likely 

formed through the creative fusion and reconstruction of despotic characteristics symbolized in 

the image of the Duke of Wellington––to subvert the alleged permanence and endurance of the 

visible medium: 

I met a traveller from an antique land, 
Who said––“Two vast and trunkless legs of stone 
Stand in the desert …. Near them, on the sand, 
Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown, 
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command, 
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read 
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things, 
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed; 
And on the pedestal, these words appear: 
My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings, 
Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair! 
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 
Of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare 
The lone and level sands stretch far away.”73 

 
In the sonnet’s opening lines, Shelley introduces us to the narrator of the poem, “a traveller from 

an antique land.” This narrator, however, is exceptional in that he is not simply relating an 

account of something, but he is also the one making the observations and, in a sense, 

communicating these observations directly to the readers. In fact, after we are introduced to the 
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traveler in the opening sentence, the rest of the poem is not spoken by the poet but is rather 

enclosed within quotations spoken by this traveler. In doing so, Shelley creates a distancing 

effect that further removes the reader from the object being described. Instead of the poet directly 

performing the observation and providing the description, which would be an unmediated 

account, we are essentially receiving a second-hand observation from an unidentified traveler. As 

Freedman has noted, the entire poem is essentially a study in mediation. But it is not simply this 

mediation, or distancing effect, that unsettles the ekphrastic object in this poem. Shelley presents 

us with a narrator who is neither friend nor acquaintance, or even someone that he seemingly 

knows. It is the language through which this narrator is presented that gives the reader pause: “I 

met a traveller from an antique land, / Who said––.” Shelley prefaces the account of Ozymandias 

by suggesting to his readers a level of unfamiliarity with this “traveller” who he has only “met” 

seemingly for the first time. He does not share any identifying information about this traveler 

except that he comes from “an antique land.” Shelley’s use of the adjective “antique” as opposed 

to “foreign” or “distant” is curious because he is suggesting that the traveler is not only from an 

unfamiliar place, but he is also from an unfamiliar time. Additionally, the structure of the 

opening line, “I met a traveller … Who said,” gives the sense that the traveler’s account is 

spontaneous and unsolicited. By creating a sense of unfamiliarity in both the unidentifiable 

traveler and his unknown land, Shelley not only distances his readers from the ekphrastic object, 

but he consequentially removes a certain degree of trust in the accuracy of the traveler’s 

description. 

 Critics like Freedman and Heffernan have studied this mediation extensively to explore 

concepts of distance and postponement and to show that temporal delays are integral to the 

poem. I am, however, more interested in how the poem’s mediating actions create and advance 
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this sense of unfamiliarity which, in turn, challenges notions of trust and veracity. As we have 

already seen, the concept of unfamiliarity begins with the interposition of the unnamed traveler 

in the opening line of the poem, which quickly starts to challenge our trust in his description that 

follows. Prefaced with a portentous dash and bounded by quotation marks to indicate the 

traveler’s verbatim account, the description begins in a fragmented structure: “Two vast and 

trunkless legs of stone / Stand in the desert …. Near them, on the sand, / Half sunk a shattered 

visage lies.” While the ellipses that separate these two images could be interpreted as an 

intentional omission of part of the traveler’s account, it is more likely that Shelley chose to 

construct the traveler’s description in the image of the fragmented and disjointed statue that it is 

describing. The ellipses not only represent the separation and disfigurement of the statue’s top 

portion from its bottom portion, but it also functions as the omitted part––the statue’s missing 

torso. The interpretation of the ellipses as an intentional omission is refuted when we realize that 

the statue’s torso is physically not there. As such, nothing is excluded from the traveler’s 

description because there is physically nothing there for him to exclude. The pause in the 

narrative demonstrates the traveler’s own interrupted observations in between spotting the 

statue’s still erect “legs of stone” and the “Half sunk” decapitated head lying “Near them, on the 

sand.” Shelley’s use of the ellipses, then, reflects the traveler’s fractured account by embodying 

the missing part––the middle of the body––that connects the “trunkless legs” with the “shattered 

visage.” 

 In the description that follows, the verbal representation is less visibly fragmented and 

impeded by syntactic errors and obtrusions. This is, however, not to say that the rest of the 

description is wholly free from fragmentation. While Shelley does not replicate the rest of the 

traveler’s description in the same fractured structure as exhibited in the first three lines of the 
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sonnet, he creates narrative interruptions through mediated speakers. As scholars have noted 

before, “Ozymandias” contains four distinct speakers: (1) the poet, Shelley, who draws the voice 

of the traveler; (2) the traveler who generates observations of the sculpture; (3) the (inaudible) 

voice of the sculptor as communicated through his work; and (4) the voice of Ozymandias 

derived from the statue’s inscriptions. Shelley’s arrangement of these speakers imposes 

implications on the interpretation of the poem itself, and one of the most crucial implications is 

the injury to the perception of truth. As the traveler continues with his description, we are forced 

to constantly negotiate between factual description and interpretive reading. The traveler tells us 

that on the “shattered visage” remains a “frown, / And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold 

command.” Here, he is merely chronicling indisputable features (“frown,” “wrinkled lip,” 

“sneer”) that still remain visible on the sculpted face, which lends credence to his description. 

But standing between the traveler’s observation of this disintegrating visage and Ozymandias’s 

actual face is the sculptor’s reading of the ruler at the time it was commissioned. These lingering 

facial expressions, according to the traveler, “Tell that its sculptor well those passions read / 

Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things, / The hand that mocked them, and the heart 

that fed.” His interpretation of the sculptor’s ability to read Ozymandias’s face “well” leads us to 

review the truth behind this claim. The general assumption of a sculptor who has been 

commissioned to immortalize a ruler is that they are skilled at both reading faces and 

representing those readings in stone. Subsequently, we must compare and contrast the sculptor’s 

reading of the ruler (as observed by the traveler) with the ruler’s own reading and understanding 

of himself. 

 To confirm the sculptor’s reading as genuine, we have to perform a comparison with 

Ozymandias’s reading of himself as evinced by the inscription on the sculpture. The traveler tells 
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us that “on the pedestal, these words appear: / My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings, / Look 

on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair!” It is clear from this self-dictated inscription that 

Ozymandias’s intention was to commission a sculpture that immortalizes his power and position. 

His reading of himself as the “King of Kings” speaks to the level of his conceit. While critics 

have typically argued that this inscription corroborates the sculptor’s image, I argue instead that 

Ozymandias’s self-reading reveals a disparity from the sculpted image.74 As we saw earlier in 

the poem, the sculptor renders him with a “frown,” “wrinkled lip,” and “sneer of cold command” 

to portray the “Mighty” power of the ruler. While this rendering might not necessarily be at odds 

with the actual features of the living ruler, it is at odds with the inscription prescribed by 

Ozymandias himself. The sculptor, tasked with memorializing Ozymandias’s power and 

authority in a “lifeless” medium, instead fashions him with unpleasant features to highlight his 

disdainful nature. Thus, the sculptor himself engages in the process of ekphrastic substitution 

when he replaces Ozymandias’s desired grandeur with arrogance and cruelty. 

 At this point in the poem, we have seen three of the four mediators: the traveler, the 

sculptor, and Ozymandias. In turning to the last and overarching mediator in the poem, we also 

return to the looming issue––perception of truth. Shelley began the poem by introducing us to the 

traveler who then describes the poem’s ekphrastic object. In the poem’s progression, we saw 

how the different levels of mediation have either reinforced or undermined our perception of the 

truth. Initially, the traveler’s reading on the sculpture was met with apprehension and skepticism 

due to our unfamiliarity with this unidentified narrator. But as he continues his description with 

the same sort of fastidiousness that we saw in Shelley’s “Notes on Sculptures,” his descriptions 
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progressed towards and ultimately achieved reliability. Despite our initial apprehension, the 

traveler provides a dependable and unmodified description of the sculpture. On the other hand, 

the sculptor renders an artwork laced with his own judgments. He is described as having “well 

those passions read,” but it is worth emphasizing that this is not necessarily an incorrect attribute. 

While the sculptor substitutes elements of arrogance and cruelty in the visage of the ruler, the 

disparity is only from the inscription and does not invalidate the accuracy or truth in his reading. 

Because he was commissioned to create a sculpture based on the ruler’s own reading of himself, 

he cannot overtly diverge from the inscription. Shelley, as the poet and overarching mediator, 

also engages in the process of ekphrastic substitution but to a more conspicuous degree than the 

sculptor. The last three lines of the poem are in stark contrast to what came immediately before it 

(the inscription on the pedestal): “Nothing beside remains. Round the decay / Of that colossal 

Wreck, boundless and bare / The lone and level sands stretch far away.” The poem is structured 

through a long chain of interpretations: we start with Shelley who interprets the traveler’s 

description of the statue created through the sculptor’s interpretation of Ozymandias’s own 

reading of himself. In tracing this line of interpretation all the way back to Ozymandias’s 

inscription, we can then see Shelley’s ekphrastic goal in this poem––to creatively fuse, 

transform, and reconstruct the image of Ozymandias to that of a cruel tyrant whose power is 

fleeting. As Freedman states, “The poet ‘Shelley’ too is a fusion of artist and reader. He is a poet, 

of course; he makes the poem we read. But he makes it, perhaps again inevitably, of mediated 

experience, of the works and commentary of his predecessors.”75 Through the process of 

ekphrastic substitution, Shelley creatively deconstructs Ozymandias, both statue and reputation, 

into a “colossal Wreck.” In this ekphrastic poem, Shelley not only issues a warning to modern 
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British politics and their restoration of European despotism, but he also reinforces his 

iconophobia by disintegrating a visible object with his poetic language. “Ozymandias” is unique 

not only in Shelley’s ekphrastic canon but in the romantic canon as a whole in that it is one of the 

most resolutely iconoclastic poems. As Nancy Goslee succinctly states, it is a “verbally 

represented ekphrasis of idol-smashing as political critique.”76 

 In the following year, Shelley composed another ekphrastic poem that is simultaneously a 

companion and antithetical in nature to “Ozymandias.” Instead of a sonnet on the iconoclastic 

deconstruction of falsely idolatrized (male) political icons, Shelley writes a contrasting poem on 

the paralyzing face of Medusa, a dangerous feminine icon. “On the Medusa of Leonardo da 

Vinci in the Florentine Gallery” is an unfinished poem of five ottava rima stanzas that was first 

printed in 1904, with a sixth stanza appended in the 1961 reprint version.77 Since it has remained 

relatively obscure, there is little scholarship that exists on the poem generally and even less 

commentary on the poem as ekphrasis. Carol Jacobs examines the history of this poem’s 

reception in attempts to understand and locate the reason for its critical oversight. She notes that 

the poem is not so much unknown but rather disregarded by even the most prominent Shelley 

scholars.78 From Earl Wasserman’s Shelley: A Critical Reading to Carlos Baker’s Shelley’s 

Major Poetry, critics have made an active decision to avoid discussing this poem. Jacobs 

presents many problems that contribute to this oversight from the inability to establish the correct 

text to unresolved questions regarding the additional stanza to the lacunae that is scattered 

through the text. But the most confounding reason that she offers is the very purpose of this 

thesis. “Despite its unusual literary grace,” Jacobs asks, “what kind of light can one hope to shed 
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on a poem that seems simply to reproduce the lineaments of the well-known painting it 

describes?” It is precisely this sort of oversimplified question that precludes not only this poem 

from greater commentary but also ekphrastic poems generally. 

 Shelley likely discovered the sixteenth-century painting of the “Head of Medusa,” which 

at the time was erroneously attributed to Leonardo da Vinci, during one of his frequent visits to 

the Uffizi Gallery in Florence.79 The prosaic title of the poem bears a resemblance to the 

catalogue entries of his “Notes on Sculptures.” But instead of recording this painting as another 

systematic entry in his notebooks, Shelley develops his observations into a poetic response. His 

response, however, does not simply “reproduce the lineaments of the well-known painting it 

describes” as Jacobs claims. In composing this ekphrastic poem, Shelley describes the painting 

of the decapitated head of the Medusa in a way that explicitly avoids mimetic modes of 

representation and reconstructs the mythologically dangerous female icon to rescue its viewers 

from the horrors of her representational traps. 

 The title of the poem, “On the Medusa of Leonardo da Vinci in the Florentine Gallery,” 

introduces us to the subject matter, but nowhere in the poem proper is the painting, the artist, or 

even its visual medium referenced again. While it is most likely the case that Shelley was not 

aware of the painting’s erroneous attribution to da Vinci, the reference to the artist is still 

significant. Shelley could have simply titled the poem “On the Medusa in the Florentine 

Gallery,” but by invoking the presence of the artist, even the wrong artist, he creates a mediated 

perception of the aesthetic object which, in turn, provides a traceability to the object’s origin. 

The artist in this case, however, does not function like the sculptor in “Ozymandias” because 

Shelley does not corroborate or even draw on the painter’s authority. The mediated perception 
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established in the title, in fact, disappears just as da Vinci himself disappears as soon as the poem 

begins: 

It lieth, gazing on the midnight sky, 
     Upon the cloudy mountain-peak supine; 
Below, far lands are seen tremblingly; 
     Its horror and its beauty are divine. 
Upon its lips and eyelids seems to lie 
     Loveliness like a shadow, from which shine, 
Fiery and lurid, struggling underneath, 
The agonies of anguish and death. 

 
Shelley introduces us to the ekphrastic object, Medusa’s head, as though it is “an entirely 

autonomous entity, without authorship and importantly, without her conqueror Perseus.”80 As 

Shelley stands before this painting at the Uffizi, gazing at the subject depicted on the canvas, he 

relinquishes his own gaze in the very first line of the poem and requests that we, as similar 

spectators, do the same. As he writes, “It lieth, gazing,” our gaze on the reposing Medusa is 

suddenly interrupted by the urgent need to assume Medusa’s own gaze and to see what she is 

looking at––“the midnight sky” and the “far lands” “Below.” If we fail to realize that Medusa 

possesses her own gaze, we would be denying her as an “autonomous entity,” and forever 

subjecting her to male authorship and control. In refusing to lend authority to an artist figure by 

erasing his presence from the poem and instead solely focusing attention on Medusa, Shelley 

begins the process of imaginatively reconstructing her image. 

 To understand Shelley’s reconstructive process of the Medusa, it is necessary to explore 

how representation functions in the Medusa myth. The once beautiful Medusa is transformed 

into a snake-headed monster with a deadly gaze by Athena as punishment for falling into an 

object of male desire. Perseus, sent to fetch Medusa’s head by King Polydectes of Seriphus, 
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receives help from the gods in order to confront Medusa’s gaze: he receives winged sandals, the 

Hades helmet that turns him invisible, and the kibisi in which he can safely transport the slain 

head of Medusa.81 The most important tool, however, is the shield that he receives from Athena 

which helps him to mediate and manipulate Medusa’s gaze and allows him to safely decapitate 

her head. Similar to the representational approach of an ekphrastic poet, Perseus engages in the 

familiar process of mediation that allows the observer to transform a dangerous female other into 

an object of male control.82 Athena’s shield and the poet’s verbal shield allow observers like 

Perseus and readers like us to look without being seen and, thus, avoid paralyzing danger. 

 The mediating power of this verbal shield is crucial to Shelley’s reconstruction of 

Medusa’s image, and its effects are evident in the following stanza: 

Yet it is less the horror than the grace 
     Which turns the gazer’s spirit into stone. 
Whereon the lineaments of that dead face 
     Are graven, till the characters be grown 
Into itself, and thought no more can trace; 
     ‘This the melodious hue of beauty thrown 
Athwart the darkness and the glare of pain, 
Which humanize and harmonize the strain. 

 
Shelley, in writing “it is less the horror than the grace / Which turns the gazer’s spirit into stone,” 

calls attention to the hidden beauty of Medusa’s face. By focusing on “the melodious hue of 

beauty,” the poet attempts to dismantle the perception of Medusa as merely a snake-headed 

monster. After all, the transformation of Medusa’s head into “A woman’s countenance, with 

serpent locks” was a consequence of patriarchal structures of representation. By avoiding 

perpetuating the violence of the female gaze, and imaginatively reconstructing the image of the 

Medusa, Shelley liberates the Gorgon’s hidden beauty. 

 
81 Alexander M. Schlutz, “Recovering the Beauty of Medusa,” Studies in Romanticism 54.3 (2015): 337. 
82 Grant F. Scott, “Shelley, Medusa, and the Perils of Ekphrasis,” 337. 
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 “Ozymandias” and “On the Medusa of Leonardo da Vinci in the Florentine Gallery” are 

two contrasting examples of Shelley’s ekphrastic poems, but they are united by one shared goal: 

liberation of the hidden truth. Through a process of creative fusion, transformation, and 

substitution, “Ozymandias” iconoclastically deconstructs the purportedly imperishable statue of a 

male political icon to reconstruct the ruler as a cruel tyrant and reveal the temporality of political 

power. “On the Medusa” engages in a similar imaginative process in which Shelley disassembles 

patriarchal structures of representation to reconstruct the image of Medusa’s face and unveil its 

hidden beauty. 
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Conclusion 

 

Romantic scholars have spent decades studying a poetic structure of ambivalence, 

opposition, and even at times hostility towards the visual arts. The phrase “romantic ekphrasis,” 

then, is somewhat of an oxymoron. How can British Romanticism––a period defined as 

intrinsically antithetical to the visible––produce ekphrastic poetry and in such considerable 

quantities? The great paradox of romantic iconophobia is that it simultaneously deconstructs and 

reconstructs concepts of the visible: paintings, pictures, images, drawings, sculptures, 

architecture, and material objects. In studying this selection of works by Wordsworth and 

Shelley, I have attempted to demonstrate a different way of seeing the visible, tracing its 

enduring presence in British romantic poetry to argue that the visible became subsumed in a 

symbolic poetic structure to enact iconoclastic goals. In turning to ekphrasis, romantic poets 

never compromised their iconophobia; in fact, their ekphrastic poems indulged freely in the 

practice of visual wreckage to then produce substitutes and complete the meaning of the original 

object. Wordsworth reconstructs each image in “Peele Castle,” “Pillar of Trajan,” and “Daniel in 

the Lions’ Den” with added “gleam” and “illusion” and “faith” to bring his desires into visible 

focus. Shelley, albeit with greater iconoclastic eagerness, deconstructs each visible object in 

“Ozymandias” and “On the Medusa” to liberate the truth buried deep within the original work of 

art. Exploring the ways in which Wordsworth and Shelley grapple with how their individual 

skepticism entangles the visible alleviates some of the awkwardness that is structural to the task 

of romantic ekphrasis. 
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